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[Net sales] 
- Decreased 9.7% year on year, to ¥25,400 million. The reasons for the decrease of ¥2,700 
million are the following two points: 

1) Impact of sale of two overseas subsidiaries in the previous year: about ¥1,200   
million. 
  For each company sold: Singaporean subsidiary of Accel Frontline - a little over ¥900 
million.  Singaporean subsidiary, Sierra Solutions - a little over ¥200 million. 
2) Significant decrease for subsidiaries of the domestic IT business 

- Decrease due to the absence of the large project for major customers of CAC 
Knowledge (including hardware) recorded in the previous year: ¥750 million 
- Decrease in sales of CAC to financial institutions: ¥460 million 

[Gross profit] 
- Decreased 7%, or ¥40 million, due to the sales decrease. 
[Selling, general and administrative expenses] A reduction of about ¥500 million. 
- Decrease in selling, general and administrative expenses due to the sale of overseas 
subsidiaries: ¥350 million 
- Cost reduction of CAC Holdings and CAC: about ¥130 million 
[Operating income] 
- Operating income increased due to the reduction of selling, general and administrative 
expenses. 
- In comparison with the same period of the previous year, the CRO business (CAC Croit) 
contributed to the improvement of operating income: up ¥430 million. 
- In the domestic IT business, decreased.  ☞ Explanation in the paragraphs of net 
sales/operating income by segment. 
[Ordinary income] 
- Increased 48.4％ due to the same reasons as those for operating income. With respect to 
non-operating loss, financial costs decreased. 
[Net income] 
- Decreased ¥800 million, mainly due to a decrease in gains on sales of investment securities, 
resulting in almost half of that of the same period of the previous year. 



Change of the reporting segments from Q1 of 2018 
 
- The segments used until the previous year are the systems development and 

integration services (SI), the system operation and management services (SO) 
and the services other than systems, namely BPO/BTO services (personnel affairs 
BPO services, pharmaceuticals development support services (CRO)). 
 

- From this fiscal year, the method of emphasis is changed under the medium-term 
management strategy, and accordingly, the segments were changed to domestic 
IT, overseas IT and CRO. 
 

⁃ Currently, CRO mainly engages in business in Japan; however, when the overseas 
business of CRO expands in the future, the CRO segment may be divided into 
domestic CRO and overseas CRO in disclosure. 

 



Disclosure according to the new segments. The data for the previous year (January to June 2017) 
are calculated according to the new segments. 
[Net sales] Decreased ¥2,700 million overall. 
(Domestic IT) Decreased ¥1,000 million. 

  - Decreased ¥750 million due to a decrease in sales to major customers of CAC Knowledge. 
  - Decreased ¥500 million in sales of CAC to megabanks* 
(Overseas IT) Decreased ¥1,900 million. 

- Decreased about ¥1,200 million due to the sale of two overseas subsidiaries in the previous 
year. 
- Decreased about ¥300 million due to the impact of a decrease in sales of American 
subsidiaries to megabanks*. 

(CRO) Increased slightly. 
*Sales to megabanks: projects relating to overseas branches, not what we call next-
generation systems. 

[Operating income] 
(Domestic IT) Decreased significantly. 

- Profit of CAC decreased about ¥300 million (mainly due to a decrease in sales to megabanks). 
(Overseas IT) Deficits increased. 

- For the operating income of the two companies sold, one recorded deficits and the other 
recorded profits, resulting in no profit or loss (±0). Operating income of the other companies 
decreased. 
- The trend of recovery in April to June (three months). 
 Both the subsidiary in India and the subsidiary in China moved into the black. 
- The year-on-year decrease is caused mainly by a profit decrease due to a sales decrease of 
the American subsidiary (about ¥80 million). 

(CRO) Improved significantly. 
- Due to cost reduction, termination of unprofitable projects, review of contracts, etc. 
- Upon the review of contracts, the contract form was changed from that based on the amount 
of clinical data processed to that for guaranteeing certain sales irrespective of the amount of 
clinical data processed, namely the minimum guarantee. 



 (Financial institutions) Decreased significantly. 
- Major impact of a decrease in sales to megabanks in Japan and America. 

 
- Because net sales of Accel Frontline (Indian subsidiary) to financial institutions 

are ¥1,500 million, fluctuations in those sales have some impact (they 
decreased slightly this fiscal year as compared to those for the previous fiscal 
year). 
 

 
(Service and others) Decreased significantly by not less than ¥2,000 million. 

- The main causes are the two overseas subsidiaries sold in the previous year 
(down ¥1,000 million) and a significant decrease in sales of CAC Knowledge 
(down ¥750 million). 
 

 



[Orders received]  
Sluggish. Bold forecasts cannot be made for the second half period. 
- The causes for the decrease are almost the same as those for sales. 
 
(Domestic IT) 

- Like sales, the results of the domestic IT business are mainly caused by a significant 
decrease in orders from megabanks. 

(Overseas IT) 
- The overseas IT business is significantly affected by the sale of subsidiaries. 
- The results remain almost on a par with those of the previous year, excluding the two 

subsidiaries sold. 
(CRO) 

- Did not grow significantly. 
 
[Order backlogs] 
- Order backlogs decreased with a decrease in orders received. 
- For CRO, significant growth is not seen; however, there are long-term projects 

(contracts), and no significant impact on the future course of direction is seen. 
 



(Regarding service and others) 
 
A significant decrease in orders received is caused by the impact of the sale of two 
overseas subsidiaries and a decrease due to the absence of large projects of 
subsidiary CAC Knowledge. 



[Operating income] 
- ¥530 million for the first half period in comparison to the forecasted operating 

income of ¥1,600 million for FY2018. 
The difference is not less than ¥1,000 million. 

 
[Outlook for the second half period] 
- Operating income from the ordinary business for the second half period is 

forecasted at about ¥500 million. 
- In addition to the above, we are moving in the expectation of an order from a 

trust bank of a little over ¥500 million in Q4. 
- Initially, the contribution of M&A of a new business of about ¥100 million was 

expected; however, there are no large projects that can be reflected in the 
consolidated financial results for the current fiscal year. The activities are 
continuing. 
 





- In this business, CAC Croit of the Group puts together and manages compounds 
(such as liquid and powders) that pharmaceutical companies manage and store 
individually. 

 
- With the backup (loan)/authorization of the Japan Agency for Medical Research and 

Development (AMED), preparations are being made for the start of business at the 
research and development facility in Kanagawa prefecture. 

 
- No sales for FY2018. Sales for the following year are forecasted at about ¥300 

million. Sales thereafter are forecasted at about ¥500 million. 
 
- Orders from three leading companies are expected, with a plan to start in the 

following year. 
 
⁃ The scope of aggregation and management is intended to expand to cover 

academics, including universities, in future. 



- Use of technologies of Affectiva of America, which is the leader in AI for the 
recognition of emotions. 
 

- Start of provision of the service of “Kokoro sensor” software in February. 
 

- Affectiva produces SDK for automatic driving and therefore conducts sales activities 
directed at the automobile industry (manufacturers of automobiles and parts). 
 

⁃ Sales of AI for the recognition of emotions for this year are about ¥50 million; 
however, the gross profit margin is high, at not less than 40％. We intend to grow it 
in future. 



Examples of the use of AI for the recognition of emotions 
(Explanation of pictures) analysis of emotions at the moment when each leader utters a 
word. 
 
 - Mr. Kim showed 97% strong dislike (concern) when Mr. Trump made a statement. 
 
 - When Mr. Trump made a statement about denuclearization, 40% fear was detected in 

him. 
  The newscasters linked the stories in the program based on these analysis results. 



- The initiatives are somewhat delayed. 
 

- With an eye toward the Olympic Games, the target is the inbound business of 
Greater China. 
 

- Cooperation with local venture companies (China). 
 



- The Company welcomed one of the players registered as a certified athlete 
for the Japan Boccia Association, Mr. Sato (who was ranked fourth in the 
BC2 class in the Japan championship in 2017) as part of the CSR initiatives 
of the Group. 
 

- Release of the Boccia Measure that the Company developed through Google 
Play without charge. Use of the technologies for image recognition. It is not 
used in regular games yet; however, our goal is to ensure that it is used in 
the future. 
 










